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The US economy expanded at an annual rate of 5.7% in Q4 2009, which was more 
than double the growth rate in Q3 and marked the most rapid expansion of real 
GDP in six years. The composition of growth was much healthier than it was in the 
prior quarter, with government stimulus playing a smaller role than private sector 
demand in the form of consumer spending and business investment. While risks 
remain, this report increases our optimism about the sustainability of the US 
economic recovery.

The better-than-expected GDP figure may also explain the more hawkish tone of 
the Federal Reserve’s policy statement that was released earlier this week 
following the January Open Market Committee Meeting. Stronger economic growth 
along with the improved functioning of financial markets has given the central bank 
greater confidence that it can continue its strategy of gradually normalizing
monetary policy. 

Strong Equipment and Software Spending Bodes Well for Future 

The largest contributor to the outsized gain in economic growth during the quarter 
was, by far, a slower pace of inventory liquidation. This alone accounted for 60% of 
the increase in real GDP. The process of rebuilding depleted inventories is likely to 
continue to add to economic activity in the first half of this year, but not to the same 
degree as Q4 since companies will want to avoid getting too far ahead of consumer 
demand.

The good news is that consumer spending appears to be holding up relatively well. 
For example, new home buyers who took advantage of the government tax credit 
stepped up spending on furnishings and household equipment. Expenditures on 
such items rose at an annual rate of 9.7% during the quarter. Meanwhile, 
businesses lifted equipment and software spending at a 13.3% annual rate. This is 
a critical development since companies will often bolster the productivity of their 
existing workforce with investment in technology before hiring new workers in 
response to increasing demand. 
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• The US economy expanded at 
an annual rate of 5.7% in Q4 
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double the growth rate in Q3 
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• While risks remain, this report 
increases our optimism about 
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economic recovery.

• Stronger economic growth 
along with the improved 
functioning of financial markets 
will allow the Fed to continue its 
strategy of gradually 
normalizing monetary policy. 

Economic Growth Was Stronger and Healthier in Q4

The Composition of Economic Growth Is Improving

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis
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New orders for non-defense capital goods excluding aircraft, a key leading indicator 
of business investment, suggest that the recent recovery in equipment and 
software spending will continue in the first half of 2010. We expect new hiring to 
follow suit sometime during the quarter, and this will lay the groundwork for a 
sustained recovery in private demand during the second half of 2010.  

Inflation Not a Concern, But Policy Normalization to Begin Later This Year

Even though we believe the US economy is moving in the right direction, it is 
important to point out that real GDP is still well below the peak it reached in Q2 
2008. At this stage of the recovery, we have only climbed about half way out of the 
hole we dug during the recession. Consequently, there is still quite a bit of slack in 
product and labor markets. Measures of the output gap, including the 
unemployment rate and capacity utilization, suggest we still have a ways to go 
before inflationary pressures begin to emerge due to wages or supply bottleneck. 
Therefore, the Fed should remain on the sidelines for the time being. 

If recent trends continue, policy normalization will probably need to begin later this 
year. The Fed has already indicated it is moving ahead with plans to end several 
aspects of its credit easing. But Kansas City Fed President Thomas Hoenig is 
probably jumping the gun by dissenting from the Fed majority’s decision to keep 
language in the policy statement indicating interest rates would remain at 
exceptionally low levels for an “extended period.” While it is premature for the Fed 
to be contemplating rate hikes at this point, it is important for the market to be 
aware that interest rates will rise at some point. A key test of the Fed’s conviction 
will come on March 31, when the central bank plans to end its $1.25 trillion 
mortgage purchase program which has kept mortgage rates low and thus provided 
support to the housing market. If the housing market survives this test, interest rate 
hikes will follow later this year and government bond yields will rise. 
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• Even though we believe the US 
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direction, it is important to point 
out that real GDP is still well 
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• The Fed should remain on the 
sidelines for the time being. 
However, if recent trends 
continue, policy normalization 
will probably need to begin later 
this year. 

Digging Our Way Out of the GDP Hole Left By the Recession
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